WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE MINIVANS

About VMI
As one of the largest manufacturers of wheelchair van
conversions, we take great pride in building leading-edge
mobility products that meet the needs of our customers.
With a genuine care for the disabled community as the
driving force, our goal is to constantly innovate and improve
our products and service to anticipate the challenges our
customers face.

Your Independence

Is Our Greatest Achievement

While many manufacturers are driven by their bottom line, we are
focused on delivering solutions. Through more than 25 years
of experience in the mobility industry, we have learned that
listening to our customers is the best way to innovate. By letting
our customers help shape our products and service, we know
exactly where there is a need and how to meet it. This enables us
to constantly improve our processes and products and provide

reliable, easy-to-use mobility solutions that transform lives.

vmivans.com

Minivan Makes & Models
With a variety of new and used wheelchair vans available,
VMI can accommodate almost any wheelchair user. Each
one of our wheelchair-accessible vehicles offers flexibility,
interior space and reliability. Whether you want more
room, style, entertainment features or just a great value,
one of our VMI wheelchair vans can provide it.

VMI offers in-floor and fold-out ramp conversions
for the following minivans:
Toyota Sienna

Honda Odyssey

Toyota Ramp Options:

Honda Ramp Options:

VMI’s Toyota conversions provide
the most space of any modified
minivan on the market.

The Honda wheelchair vans from
VMI offer a roomy interior and
stylish features that fully-integrate
with the factory design.

Northstar Access360 power in-floor
Summit Access360 power fold-out
Northstar E360 manual in-floor

Northstar power in-floor
Summit power fold-out

360º

VMI Toyota Sienna Northstar Access360, Summit Access360, and Northstar E360
wheelchair van conversions provide the most interior space of any modified
minivan on the market, making the Toyota ideal for large power wheelchair users.

Chrysler Town & Country

Dodge Grand Caravan

Chrysler Ramp Options:

Dodge Ramp Options:

With a Chrysler van from VMI, you
get a pleasant ride with factory
navigation and entertainment.

The Dodge wheelchair vans from
VMI have ramp options for every
user at more affordable prices.

Northstar power in-floor
Summit power fold-out
Northstar E manual in-floor

Northstar power in-floor
Summit power fold-out
Northstar E manual in-floor

VMI’s 3 Ramp Conversion Types
Northstar

Power In-Floor Ramp
• Ramp is stowed under the
floor to allow an unobstructed
doorway, more space for
wheelchair maneuverability, and
a clean, uncluttered interior
• Widest and strongest ramp

Summit

Power Fold-Out Ramp
• Traditional fold-out ramp for
those who need taller ramp
side rails

• Budget-friendly alternative for
those needing a full-power
conversion

Northstar E

Manual In-Floor Ramp
Designed for Caregivers!

• Easy manual ramp operation

• Optional mid-row seating and
removable passenger seat allows
caregiver to sit by wheelchair user
• Low cost & minimal maintenance

Dealer Network
Your VMI experience is about more than just the purchase
of wheelchair-accessible vans and mobility products. That’s
why we have selected the finest mobility dealers to represent
our company. VMI has a network of more than 300 dealers
throughout the United States and Canada who are dedicated
to helping you select and service your wheelchair van. Our
dealers have 24/7 technical support and more than 25 years
of service experience, so you can feel confident knowing you
are always taken care of with VMI.

Visit our dealer locator to
find dealers near you:
vmivans.com/dealer-locator

Imagining Possibilities
in Everything We Do
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